Dedicated to using Astrology to Grow in Clarity,
Love and Wisdom

Greetings everyone
We love Astrology so much that we have decided to share even more of it via our monthly
newsletter. Each month we will focus on the developmental task of the Zodiac sign of the
month. We will also list the monthly Transits, Meet-up events, workshops, or classes here. We
hope to include short articles. If you are an astrologer who is interested in contributing, you can
contact us via our emails below. Likewise, if you have any questions, queries, inspiration,
knowledge or feedback, you would like to share, we would love to hear from you.
Lynette Malone: 0431896115 or lynettemalone@optusnet.com.au
Zane Stein: 0452524387 or zanestein@gmail.com
PS: although our website is presently under reconstruction, we also offer readings and classes. Please
contact us for further information. Our refs: Lynette: BA.Dip.Ed. FAA Professional Diploma of Astrology.
Zane Stein: author of two internationally critically acclaimed books on Chiron and regular contributor to
The Mountain Astrologer.
A few websites we love: Reference for beginners: Café Astrology Esoteric Astrology: Mermaid Astrology.com For online Full Moon Meditations: Sydney Goodwill Centre. For Feel Good Community and
general astrology knowledge: Astrology Hub. To keep your dossier of charts for free: Astro.com
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PERSONALITY TRAITS

Mantra: Let Instability Do its work.

Do you ever think that Gemini is one of those signs that gets a bad rap? Sure, they can use their natural networking skills to be
devious and slippery, changing face or story to suit the crowd they are in at the time. Before developing self-awareness, the
Gemini individual can be capricious, bouncing from one idea or one group to another; oblivious to the effect their self-centred
grasping of experience is having on the individuals and groups they leave behind. But inevitably the school of hard knocks
comes along and encourages them to look not only with a searching mind but also with an open heart. When the personality is
integrated, Gemini can be very social, friendly, and inclusive; bringing people and ideas together in the spirit of Goodwill and
right attitude in relationship to each other and the world around them.
But that super social Gemini reputation is only half for the story. Many with a strong Gemini influence in their chart (Sun,
Moon or Ascendant) also need lots of reflective time alone. Gemini are the twins, and they are constantly needing to find a
way to live between two worlds. Those dualities include the introverted, reflective, and the extroverted, social elements of
life. Hermes (the Greek version of Mercury, planetary ruler of Gemini) was the messenger God who conveyed information and
conversations between the Gods of the Underworld and the Gods of the Heavenly realms. One of the great dualities which
Gemini is learning to navigate is the subconscious, and the Higher realms of consciousness. And, most importantly, Gemini is
about finding the path between the Personality Self and the Soul Self. In this respect Gemini presides over the building of the
antahkarana, the rainbow bridge that creates a conscious channel between Personality and Soul.

CRISIS LEADING TO TRANSFORMATION

From: The Twelve Labours of Hercules

Hercules Task: The Golden Apples of the Hesperides
Task: For his Gemini task Hercules is tasked to find the sacred tree of Wisdom and pick its golden apples. On his quest, Hercules is confronted by five tests. Being a Gemini (at that time) Hercules naturally looks to find the quickest way through. But he
is told that the way is long, and he will be confronted by five tests aimed to teach him wisdom, understanding and skill. He
must be vigilant.
Test One –Nereus, a wise counsellor, is sent to aid him with words of Truth. But
Hercules is blind to his wisdom and does not follow them.
Test Two – Antaeus, the serpent, meets and overcomes him time and time again.
Finally, this test is passed when, wrestling the snake he lifts it off the ground (takes
it from personality to Soul control)
Test Three – He comes under the spell of a false guru, Busiris the arch deceiver,
who claims to know the way. Lacking in discernment Hercules takes him at face
value and believes him. Immediately he loses all his power and is tied to an altar.
Eventually he manages to free himself (from the illusions that tied him down) He
remembers the wise words of Nereus: The Truth Lies within oneself
Test Four – he delays his task even further in order to rescue Prometheus, whose
cries of pain assail him. This task reminds me of the saying from the Corinthians
that ‘ without love we are but clanging bells.’ That the gaining of love and compassion is the most important thing.
Test Five – Hercules delays his task again, to help Atlas and shoulder his burden for him. This gracious act earns Hercules the
golden apples of wisdom. All further obstacles are instantly removed by this act and the apples are now presented to him
without delay.
These tasks represent the experiences we all have in the physical world. Through them we learn discernment, knowledge,
understanding, skills for the road, perseverance and ultimately wisdom.
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SPIRITUAL SOUL DIRECTION

Mantra: I recognise my other self and in the waning of that self I grow

Gemini brings the dualities into right relationship: the most essential of which is soul and
form. It does so via exploration that turns knowledge into the experience of love and the
wisdom to find the middle path between.
For average man, Gemini is the experience of the pairs of opposites, with pronounced and
separative duality. It is the interplay between the twins, soul and form nature. But for a
disciple, Gemini becomes the fusion of the opposites, the intelligent work of at-one-ment
or synthesis. (paraphrased from Esoteric Astrology, p. 151-152)
“The man . . . in Gemini becomes increasingly aware of the intuition and increasingly under the influence of ‘the Brothers who live in the Light,’ as the Twins are sometimes
called. The light of the personality dims and the light of the soul waxes.”
(Esoteric Astrology, p. 120)
————————————————————————————————————————
————————————
Light: The Light of Interplay.
This is a line of light beams, revealing that which opposes or the basic duality of mani-

Astrology library: Open for a browse
Lynett e M alone

Brought to you by THE ASTROLOGY

COLLECTIVE Meet-Up Group
Saturday 19th June 2021 at 3.30pm-5.00
3 Kent St. Victoria Park
Hi there, Astrology Explorers. We have decided to open our library for you to come along and browse. We presently have a selection of around 350 astrology books. These range from beginners to advanced, Classical, Psychological, Transformational, Esoteric, Jungian, and philosophical texts on astrology as well as many 'how to'
manuals. Topics range from Natal chart analysis, Aspects, Transits and Progressions, Solar Returns, Eclipses,

Predictive, Mythological, political, and Historical development of consciousness. Many are classics and mostly
they are a representation of the great astrologers of the last century who have helped to shape it as it is today.
We also have 100's of back copies of the premier international Astrology magazine: Mountain Astrologer. These
stretch out over the past 15 years and have many interesting articles in them. If you are interested in Astrology

and want to find out more, our library is a great place to start. We will be on hand and available for an astrology
chat on whichever level suits you. Our library will be open on the 4th Sunday of every month before our Astrology Meet Up. Looking forward to seeing you there
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In Spiritual Astrology, NEPTUNE is known as the Heart of the Spiritual Sun. It is closely linked with the work
of the Soul in manifestation. That is, Neptunian energy, individually and collectively, is a key to being able
to express our True Soul Consciousness through the physical form of our personalities. At its truest manifestation, Neptune opens the door to collective consciousness and to other realms. It introduces us to our
place as a small part of a greater whole and most importantly that this greater whole is made up of the
energy of Loving Awareness. Neptune brings us back to our connected hearts. But before we have gained
the necessary self-awareness, Neptune drowns us in a sea of delusions and illusions and emotional gratifi-

cation that we have unknowingly disguised as our needs, devotions, or ways of seeing the world. On an
everyday level, Mercury rules over our everyday communications, networking and relationships with our
neighbours and siblings. On a higher level, Mercury allows humanity to be a conscious conduit for the
down pouring of energies from higher realms (notably from the source of intuition). (from MermaidAstrology.com). Mercury helps us to connect a rainbow bridge between the busy monkey mind of personality and
the intuitive loving wise mind of the Soul.
Monday 31st May.

MERCURY

Mercury at 24 Gemini,
Square Neptune 23
Gemini

RETROGRADE

SQUARE NEPTUNE
Wednesday June 2

VENUS INGRESS INTO
CANCER

Venus 1 Cancer/Jupiter
1 Pisces

Saturday June 5th

MARS OPPOSITE PLUTO

Mars 26 Cancer /Pluto
26 Capricorn

Thursday June 10th

NEW MOON ECLIPSE

Gemini 19 degrees.

Friday June 11th

MARS INGRESS NTO LEO

Monday June 14th

SATURN SQUARE

Saturn 13 Aquarius/
Uranus 13 Taurus

URANUS
Monday June 21st

SUN INTO CANCER

Friday June 21st

FULL MOON

Sun Cancer 0 degrees
opposite Moon Capricorn 0.
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Gemini rules the hands, thus the spiritual hand gestures called mudras are especially relevant to this sign. Gemini also rules the etheric or vital body, making the ‘Pran Mudra’– used to promote the circulation of prana in the etheric body– a quintessentially Geminian
gesture. This is borne out by the form of this mudra: The raised first

and second fingers indicate duality and proclaim the symbol of
Gemini, while the three remaining fingers describe a circle suggesting circulation. From Freedom of the Two, by Francis Donald

RETROGRADE MERCURY SQUARE NEPTUNE and Mars Opposite Pluto

A Square is always a pushy energy and over this month we have Mercury square Neptune. To add to this potency
Mercury is retrograde and both Mercury and Neptune are in their own signs (Gemini and Pisces respectively). Be
prepared to discover things were not quite what you thought they were. This may be a time when you come to
discover true meanings and deeper spiritual intents behind the actions or words of yourself or others. It may be a
time that sets you more clearly onto your path. But because we are all still learning along the way, be prepared for
some more negative manifestations of Neptune and Mercury also. If deception is part of the picture in your life
now, take time for contemplation to come to a better understanding of what pain, fear or greed may have motivated the actions or the stories told. Be patient and wait for the Neptunian fog to lift and clarity to come. Whichever way
you experience it, we are certainly getting an opportunity to go over old ground, clear up communications and set
our intentions more clearly.
It has been a hair trigger week. People may have been erupting and you have had to handle it. Anne Ortelee, (in
her Astrology Hub podcast) spoke of how ‘anger is not a primary emotion’ so take a breath and wait for it to subside so that you have the opportunity to get to a deeper truth about it. This struck a deep chord with me ,and I
have resolved to remember this.

On misinformation – which may or may not be deliberate. Power plays which may or may not be conscious. It
might be compulsive behaviour of your own or it might be someone railing against you. We are living in polarising
times (Saturn square Uranus). There is room for great growth here, but it is not easy. It is work! I personally find it
hard slog but always worth it. To sit and listen to oneself, when you find yourself judging and labelling (which of

course we all do, in our quest to move in the right direction etc) it is best to come from a place of the heart. Wilfully practicing compassion will teach us the difference between negative judgement and positive discernment. I
think these times are a challenge for us all to grow collectively, to practice Good Will and to find ways forward that
are empathetic and inclusive without losing a strong sense of clarity about our own direction.
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NEW MOON SOLAR ECLIPSE ON JUNE 10TH 2021
An eclipse of the Sun indicates the ending of one set of circumstances and the beginning of another. The Houses that Gemini and Sagittarius are in tell you the area of life that will be affected for you personally. This energy is particularly pertinent if you have a prominent planet around 19 degrees of a mutable sign
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TRASH OR TREASURE? MERCURY RETROGRADE SQUARE NEPTUNE, MARS OPPOSITE PLUTO
Brought to you by THE ASTROLOGY COLLECTIVE Meet-Up Group
Sunday June 27th 2021 at 2.30—4.30pm
3 Kent St. Victoria Park
MERCURY RETROGRADE SQUARE NEPTUNE, MARS OPPOSITE PLUTO. SATURN SQUARE URANUS.
NEW MOON ECLIPSE IN GEMINI.
I am writing this at the very beginning of June. By the time this meet-up
comes around we will have all survived a month of major slippage into some
place new (New Moon Eclipse and Neptunian energy) and all in the cause of
even bigger, more major, shifts in consciousness and the inevitable shifts in
life circumstances that they bring. We are being pushed (squares). We are
being pulled (oppositions) We are being asked to retrace our steps to retrieve
things of value we may have lost on our way. (retrogrades). We are being
asked to face something cathartic we fear (Pluto/Mars). We are being asked
to step it up, to step it out of our need focused, fear focused stuck in ruts
modus operandi. But we are also being asked to carefully evaluate the changes we make, to make sure they are changes of value that support not just our
own upliftment but for All of us. (Saturn in Aquarius Square Uranus in Taurus)

WHAT WE WILL DO
This meet up we will jump straight in to checking our charts. Our first focus will be on the mercury retrograde
square Neptune. And then all of the above. How has it played out in your life? What did June bring for you individually and what do we mutually feel we have learned, overcome or stepped out of or stepped into. With the
charts we project them onto a large whiteboard so that we all can see them. Then we take turns to share our
insights. Showing your chart, speaking of your experiences, talking about other's charts - all these are optional
activities and you are equally welcome to sit and listen.
I am looking forward to seeing you at the Meet-Up.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR CHART READ PLEASE SEND ME YOUR DETAILS. (Date, Place and Time). Let me know if
you would like a printed copy.
PLEASE ARRIVE EARLY (FROM 2PM ONWARDS IF YOU WANT TO GET A CUPPA AND SAY HELLO BEFORE WE BEGIN)

COST: $10 Pay on the Day
EXTRAS: Bring some afternoon tea to share.
Any queries text me. Lynette’s Mobile: 0431896115
STAY ON FOR DINNER ON THE VIC PARK STRIP. YOU ARE WELCOME. Please let us know if you are considering so
that we can book. For this Sunday we will book at Vegan Thai East Vic Park
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